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Abstract: Security decisions are rarely made at a singular point in time. Though many models evaluate choice under uncertainty
with regards to many options, fewer address the problem of when to act. The FlipIt game captures this temporal choice, only
allowing players to choose when, and not how, to act. Decisions of this sort are encountered by managers choosing when to
address fraud, computer users selecting when to update their software, and consumers deciding when to check their credit score.
Recent investigations analyze the FlipIt game from a theoretical perspective, but the question remains - how do people actually
act when given temporal decisions? To answer this question, we conduct a behavioral investigation of the FlipIt game through
a Mechanical Turk experiment with over 300 participants. In our study, each participant is matched with a computerized
opponent in several fast-paced rounds of the FlipIt game. We find that participant performance improves over time (however,
older participants improve less than younger ones). Further, there are significant performance differences with regards to gender
and an individual difference variable reflecting the extent to which individuals are inclined towards effortful cognitive activities
(i.e., the need for cognition). We further vary the amount of information that participants have available about the actions of
the computerized opponent with six different experimental treatments and find significant statistical effects.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In the realm of security economics and policy-making, there are many factors that influence the choices
that people make. Decisions such as how often to change a password or check a credit score are not
without cost. People walk a fine line between performing these actions so often that they take a toll
on everyday life and not performing them often enough, thus risking exposure of personal information
and or identity theft. This type of problem is well-captured in the FlipIt game proposed by a team from
RSA in 2012 [van Dijk et al. 2012].
In the FlipIt game, there is a red and a blue player, and a “board” that they are each interested in
maintaining control of. For each unit of time that a player is in control of the board, he gains some
benefit. And, conversely, when a player is not in control, he gains no benefit from the board (and may
even incur some cost). Either player may “flip” the board to gain or maintain control, at some cost, as
flipping while in control does not give the opponent control of the board. For example, in the case of
a password reset scenario, the board is a password-protected account. Benefit is derived from using
the account, and flipping the board is analogous to attempting a login (and if the login action fails it
corresponds to resetting the password).
In this paper, we examine factors that affect behavior in the FlipIt game. With the data from an online experiment conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk, we create a regression model of the relevant
factors that predict outcomes for each round of the game. We examine the role of a priori information,
learning, demographic differences, risk propensity, and Need For Cognition on behavior. We hypothesize that there is a learning effect (participants will do better in later rounds of the game), that more
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information will lead to better performance, and that individuals with a higher Need For Cognition
(NFC) will perform better1 .
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present previous theoretical and behavioral
work on non-cooperative games with continuous timing. We further discuss the use of Mechanical
Turk for behavioral experimentation. In Section 3, we present our research methodology, experimental
setup, and details about subject recruitment. The analysis of the experimental data is conducted in
Section 4. We briefly discuss our results in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6. Finally, the Appendix
contains the experimental instructions as they were presented to the study participants and selected
additional information.
2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

Games of timing in theory and experiment

Non-cooperative games with continuous timing and asynchronous decision-making have been studied
intensively during the cold-war era. In the western hemisphere, scholars at the RAND corporation
have been particularly active in this field starting in 1948 (e.g., Blackwell 1949). Similarly, many
scientific papers have been published in Eastern European journals (and languages) in the following
years (see, for example, Radzik and Orlowski 1982; Zhadan 1976). A large subsection of these studies
on the inherent uncertainties of modern threats has been focused on zero-sum games called games of
timing. The focus of these studies is not on what action to take from a pool of strategic options, but
rather when the agent should take an action to get an advantage over the opponent. As such, games of
timing are relevant for the study of tactical security problems.
A well-studied subclass of these games are duels. For example, in the Western duel, which has been
dramatized in many movies, two agents start walking towards each other from relatively distant places
while pointing guns at each other. The agents have a limited supply of ammunition and are aware of the
fact that a shorter distance would mean a higher success likelihood in hitting the opponent. Each agent
faces an obvious trade-off. When reducing the distance, accuracy is improved for both players. Waiting
to shoot conserves ammunition, but one misses the opportunity to end the threatening situation early.
A particularly reluctant duelist might therefore be shot by his opponent.
The theoretical contributions in this area have been surveyed and summarized by [Radzik 1996]. For
our purposes, work on different information conditions is particularly relevant. Making an important
distinction, [Karlin 1959] identifies two types of games of timing. The first class consists of games of
complete information where the rules of the game are common knowledge and actions of the opponents
are immediately known to everybody. The second class of games includes those with limited information (or to put it differently, all games not in the first set). The game we study falls into the second
class.2 More generally, in our work we are particularly interested in the influence of information about
the rules of the interaction as well as the availability of information to the players at the start of the
game. In our experimental treatments, we change the information that the human player has available
at the start of the game about the behavior of the computerized agent.
In the domain of experimental and behavioral economics, there has been a renewed interest in noncooperative games with continuous and asynchronous decision making. The roots of the behavioral
research can be found in the 1970s. They concern a variety of games of timing, and duels. For example,
1 NFC

is a measure of ”relative proclivity to process information” and ”tendency to. . . enjoy thinking” [Wood and Swait 2002].
follow-up research to [van Dijk et al. 2012], the FlipIt game has been the subject of theoretical extensions. In particular, two
generalizations of the FlipIt game have been proposed. Pham and Cid introduce security assessments for the defender [Pham
and Cid 2012], while Laszka et al. propose a multi-resource model [Laszka et al. 2013].
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Kahan and Rapoport studied duels with symmetric and asymmetric accuracy functions and number of
bullets, respectively [Kahan and Rapoport 1974; Kahan and Rapoport 1975].
The study of human behavior in continuous time environments have also been undertaken in different contexts. For example, Friedman et al. observe that convergence in such environments (with limited information) can fail even when iterated deletion of dominated strategies would theoretically lead
to the Nash equilibrium [Friedman et al. 2004]. Another recent investigation is provided by Rapoport
and Murphy who study trust games with many players in continuous time environments [Rapoport
and Murphy 2012]. Brunnermeier and Morgan study multi-player games where agents receive private
signals about a payoff-relevant state variable. At the same time, an individualized desynchronized
clock is started. To perform well in the game, agents have to predict other agents’ clock times subject
to different information conditions and the number of players [Brunnermeier and Morgan 2010].
2.2

Mechanical Turk & Experiments

Amazon Mechanical Turk is a service that was launched in 2005 in order to allow ”Requesters” to
outsource Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) to Mechanical Turk workers (Turkers). The service can
be used for a variety of tasks including conducting surveys (e.g., Felt et al. 2012) and behavioral studies (e.g., Christin et al. 2012). Mechanical Turk is a useful tool for conducting research because the
payment/quality ratio per-subject of participants is lower than it is typical with traditional laboratory
studies and the demographic mix of participants is likely more diverse than university student convenience samples [Kam et al. 2007].
The payment/quality ratio being lower on Mechanical Turk means that researchers are able to obtain
a large sample at a small cost (and generally in a short amount of time). The demographic structure of
Amazon Mechanical Turk is a topic that has been investigated by a number of authors in the last few
years (e.g., Ross et al. 2010; Ipeirotis 2009; Mason and Suri 2012). These studies have shown that the
country-of-origin for Turkers is nearly half based in the United States and half based in India, with
small representations from other countries. Slightly over half of workers are female and the median
age of Turkers is around 30 years [Mason and Suri 2012]. This demographic diversity makes Mechanical Turk an attractive platform for recruiting subjects and conducting experiments.
A number of authors have conducted experimental economics experiments on Mechanical Turk in
recent years. For example, Horton used Mechanical Turk to replicate three experiments that have been
extensively studied in economic laboratories [Horton et al. 2011]. One of the replicated experiments
was for participants to play a one-shot prisoner’s dilemma game (with payments one-tenth the size
online as in a physical lab). The authors found no significant differences in behavior between the
traditional and online versions of the study. Each replication that was conducted was completed in
fewer than 48 hours and cost less than $1 per subject on average. Despite the low stakes and extreme
anonymity of MTurk, the subjects’ behavior was consistent with findings from the standard laboratory
[Horton et al. 2011].
3.

METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we conduct an experiment in the tradition of experimental and behavioral economics
[Grossklags 2007]. In contrast to many experiments, we did not bring experimental subjects into a
physical laboratory.3 Instead, we utilized Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service to run an online experiment. The experiment was set up much like common laboratory experiments, and was approved by the
3 See,

for example, Grossklags et al. for a security-related experiment conducted in a physical laboratory [Grossklags et al. 2008].
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University Office of Research Protection’s Institutional Review Board.
At the beginning of the study, participants were presented with a consent form which detailed the
procedures that they were to follow, the structure of payments, and a number of other pieces of pertinent information. After consenting to the terms of the experiment, participants were redirected to
an instructions page. This page stated the rules to the game and also described an example game.
Further, we included a more detailed description of the payment structure. The instructions page is
included in the Appendix.
Once participants consented to take part in the experiment and read the rules of the game, they
were redirected to a survey questionnaire with four parts. The first part of the survey asked participants basic demographic information, including their age, gender, level of education, and country of
origin. The next three parts of the survey were presented in randomized order. One part was a set of
integrity check questions which participants were required to correctly answer to continue to play the
game.4 The other two sections in the survey were psychometric scales5 that assessed the level of risk
propensity (from [Meertens and Lion 2008]) and “need for cognition” (from [Wood and Swait 2002])
of participants. Participants were required to answer every question on the survey before they were
allowed to play the game.
After successfully completing the survey, participants were redirected to the main page of the experiment. On this page, there is a board showing the actions and results of the FlipIt game, buttons to
start a round, and a button to “flip” the state of the board. Additionally, participants were given the
option to revisit the rules of the game.
3.1

Participant pool

We restricted the pool of participants to include only Mechanical Turk users based in the United States
who had an approval rating of over 90%. We put these restrictions in place to ensure that the subject
pool was as minimally contaminated as possible by variables other than those of interest (i.e., we did
not aim to compare data for different countries of origin) and that there was minimal noise (from
participants who frequently had their work rejected for poor quality). The experiment was run as a
number of distinct Mechanical Turk Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). Participants were not allowed
to participate in multiple HITs.
3.2

Rounds

For the purposes of this experiment, participants played six rounds of the FlipIt game that lasted
20 seconds each. The first round was introduced as a “practice” round. In the practice round, partici4 The

types of questions that we call integrity questions are also sometimes referred to as “screeners” in the language of Berinsky
et al. [2012]. They aim to ensure that participants are paying attention during the survey (and hopefully during the remainder
of the experiment). According to Berinsky et al. [2012], many articles that use these types of checks simply exclude participants
who fail them in an effort to reduce noise. Following the recommendations made in that paper, we decided not to throw out failed
responses and to instead highlight to “shirkers” that they missed an integrity question. If a participant missed an integrity
question they were redirected back to the survey and could not move on until the integrity questions were answered correctly.
5 Psychometric scales measure psychological constructs, usually with regards to individual differences. The scales that were
used in this paper were a series of Likert-style questions that were aggregated to yield a measure of the construct desired (here
risk propensity and need for cognition). While there are a number of other ways to measure these constructs (such as the Iowa
Gambling Task [Bechara et al. 1994] for Risk Propensity), we felt that introducing other non-survey activities into the process
would distract from the task at hand. Therefore, despite the additional confidence that may have been found using these other
types of tests, we opted for the simpler and less distracting scales.
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pants were not eligible for a bonus payment. The start of the five experimental rounds was signaled to
the participants with a pop-up message. The only difference between the practice round and the nonpractice rounds is the presence of a possible bonus payment which was awarded to the participants
according to their performance. Participants were informed of these rules on the instructions page.
Further, we restated these facts to them at the beginning of the practice and experimental rounds,
respectively.
Our experimental setup, involved each human participant in a relatively fast-paced version of the
FlipIt game. However, we expected that the round length of 20 seconds would provide participants
with enough time to develop an appropriate strategy against the computerized opponent. We used
five paid rounds to allow players enough time to improve their performance in the game and a single
practice round in which to experiment without penalty. In future work, we also intend to study the
performance of human players in rounds with a longer duration and overall slower game-play (i.e., a
slower computerized player).
3.3

Payment

Participants earned a show-up fee, a, for completing the study irrespective of their performance in the
game. They played n = 5 experimental rounds numbered 1...n and a single practice round numbered
0. Participants were paid according to the point difference between the points awarded for their own
performance and the points awarded to the computerized opponent for its performance. Let the point
difference in round i be known as δi . That is, if a player won by 200 points in round 1 then δ1 = 200
and if he loses by 900 points in round 2 then δ2 = −900. Let e be the exchange rate for points (i.e. the
monetary value of a single point in dollars). Let the per-round endowment be xi . The purpose of the
endowment was to allow participants to experience relative losses.
The payment function for a single participant is as follows:
n
X

max(xi + δi , 0)

(1)

Total payment = a + Bonus Payment

(2)

Bonus payment = e

i=1

The practice rounds are not included in the payments above. In this experiment, we set the exchange rate e = 0.0001 which corresponds to 100 points = $0.01. The per-round endowment was set at
xi = 1000 points ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n. I.e., in a tied game the participant would earn $0.10.
The total payment above was paid to the participant in two installments. Participants first accepted
a Mechanical Turk Human Intelligence Task (HIT) that paid $0.50 upon successful completion. This
corresponds to the show-up fee a above. After the experiment was completed, participants were paid
a bonus payment through the Mechanical Turk system equal to the remainder of the total payment
(Equation (1) above).
3.4

Strategy of the Computer Player

Regardless of the treatment that a participant was assigned to, each participant faced an opponent
playing a fixed (non-adaptive) periodic strategy. The opponent’s flip rate and time of first flip (anchor)
changed in every round of the game, but the overall strategy of the opponent did not. Both values were
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drawn from uniform distributions before a new round started. Flip rates ranged from 1 to 5 seconds,
and the anchor ranged form 0.1 to 4.1 seconds.
In the instructions, we did not inform the human partipants that they would be paired with a computerized player. From the information treatments (which we discuss below), the human participants
could have, however, infered that they are playing against a non-human opponent. Previous research
has shown that varying the information about the type of opponent player (i.e., human or computerized) can impact the strategies and outcomes in a competitive game (see, in particular, Grossklags and
Schmidt 2006). We did not explicitly vary such information in our experiment.
3.5

Treatments

The treatments that we used in this experiment varied the specific amount of a priori information
about the computer player’s strategy given to the human player. When participants began the practice
round, they were randomly assigned to a treatment that persisted throughout all rounds of the game.6
We list the six treatments below:
(1) Participants are given no information about the game. They are told that their opponent may adapt
to moves made.
(2) Participants are told that their opponent is non-adaptive (i.e., it is playing a fixed strategy).
(3) Participants are told that their opponent is playing a periodic strategy.
(4) Participants are told that their opponent is non-adaptive and they are told his average flip rate in
each round (however, they are not told the computer is playing a periodic strategy).
(5) Participants are told that their opponent is playing a periodic strategy and they are told his flip
rate in each round.
(6) Participants are told that their opponent is playing a periodic strategy and they are told his flip
rate and time of first flip in each round.
While the treatment assignment was permanent for each participant, the flip rate of the computer
player and time of first flip (anchor) were not. In each round of the game, a new flip rate and anchor
were drawn from uniform distributions. If the treatment required this information, it was shown to
the participant under the heading ”Important Information About Your Opponent”.
In their paper, van Dijk et al. [2012] support the hypothesis that information conditions might have
an important effect on play. They discuss two types of pre-game information that can be given to players, known as Rate of Play [RP] and Knowledge of Strategy [KS]. RP is given in information treatments
4, 5 and 6. KS is given (at least partially) in all treatments except for 1. They suggest that these pregame information conditions are ”meaningfully applicable” only to players that are unable to estimate
the rate of play or the strategy of their opponents reasonably quickly during the game.
Through the different experimental treatment conditions, we aim to identify the differences in average play by human participants given the pre-play information given to them. We keep the duration of
each round constant across all treatments and participants (i.e., 20 seconds). We expect that in longer
games the play of human participants would almost always converge to the optimal response strategy
(i.e., to flip just after the periodic play of the computer player). However, we defer this investigation to
future work.
6A

tabular version of these treatments can be found in Table 12 in the appendix.
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Fig. 2. Need for Cognition across Information Treatments

RESULTS
Descriptive results

Participation in our study was restricted to Mechanical Turk users from the United States. We ended
up with 310 unique participants who played a total of 1860 rounds. Male participants made up 214
(69%) of the participants, while 96 (31%) were female. The mean age of participants was 29.5 (sd = 9.8),
with less than 15% of participants being older than 40 years. 36.77% of participants had completed
“Some college” and 39.03% had obtained a four year college degree. Risk propensity scores (RPS) were
normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test, p < 0.001) around the mean of 28 with sd= 10.18 (the scale’s
maximum is 63). The need for cognition (NFC) scores of the participants were normally distributed
(Shapiro-Wilk test, p < 0.001) around the mean of 31 and sd= 7.12.
This demographic data is somewhat different compared to the results reported by previous studies
conducted on Mechanical Turk (see Ross et al. [2010] and Ipeirotis [2009]); i.e., less women participated in our study. But they are similar with respect to age and education levels. The reasons for the
disagreement may be that the title or description of the task enticed more male Turkers to participate.
Alternatively, the times at which the Mechanical Turk HITs were posted (usually late night) may be
times that tend to draw more male participants.
We found that male participants tend to have a higher RPS score (One-Tailed Wilcoxon Rank Sum
Test; p < 0.001), indicating that they are more risk-seeking. In contrast, female participants had a
higher (but not significant) NFC score which suggests that they tend to enjoy problem solving and
information processing on average slightly more than their male counterparts. This can also be seen
in Figs. 3 & 4.
Total bonuses paid to participants had a mean value of $0.58 (sd=$0.14). The minimum bonus that
any participant earned was $0.10 and the maximum was $1.29. For reference, by tying in every round
with the computerized opponent, a participant would have earned $0.50. Per-round payments had a
mean of $0.11 and standard deviation of $0.05. The minimum round payment that any participant
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Fig. 3. Risk Propensity broken down by Gender

Fig. 4. Need for Cognition broken down by Gender

earned was $0.00 and the maximum was $0.28. For reference, the initial endowment for each round
was $0.10, meaning that a tie in a given round paid a round payment of $0.10. Participants could exhaust their endowments but were not permitted to earn negative money in any round. Therefore, if a
participants score difference was less than the per-round endowment in a round (i.e xi + δi < 0) then a
participant earned $0.00 in that round. Out of the 1860 rounds, 68 rounds (3.66%) resulted in earnings
of $0.00.
In order to better illustrate the behavior of our participants, we discuss here the case of two players;
a “good” one and a “bad” one.
The good player that we look at is a 34 year old college-educated male with a high need for cognition
(41). He was assigned to information treatment 4, meaning that he knew his opponent is non-adaptive
and he was given the average flip rate of the opponent in every round. Despite facing an opponent
whose flip rate varied from flipping every 1.61 seconds to every 3.64 seconds, this player managed to
earn at least 0.20 in every round (i.e., he beat the computer player by 1000 points or more in every
round).
The bad player on the other hand had much less success. This individual is a 24 year old female with
some college education and a low need for cognition (20). She lost in every round that she played, and
even lost by more than 1000 points in 2 of the non-practice rounds.

4.2

Regression model

After exploratory data analysis, we developed the following regression model:
RP = β0 + β1 ∗ N F C + β2 ∗ F EM + β3 ∗ LAGE + β4 ∗ P ER + β5 ∗ AN C+
+ β6 (LAGE ∗ RN C) + βT RE=t (T REt ) + βRN C,T RE=t (T REt ∗ RN C) + 

(3)
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Abbreviation
RP
NF C
F EM
LAGE
P ER
AN C
T RE2
T RE3
T RE4
T RE5
T RE6
T RE1 ∗ RN C
T RE2 ∗ RN C
T RE3 ∗ RN C
T RE4 ∗ RN C
T RE5 ∗ RN C
T RE6 ∗ RN C
LAGE ∗ RN C
RN C

Description
Round Payment (in $)
(Intercept)
Need for Cognition (NFC) score
Gender (1=Female, 0=Male)
Age (in years) (log transformed)
Periodicity of computer player
(how often he flips in 1/100 s)
Time of computer first click (anchor; in 1/100 s)
Is treatment 2? (1=Yes, 0=No)
Is treatment 3?
Is treatment 4?
Is treatment 5?
Is treatment 6?
Round effect in Treatment 1
Round effect in Treatment 2
Round effect in Treatment 3
Round effect in Treatment 4
Round effect in Treatment 5
Round effect in Treatment 6
Round effect by log(Age)
Round Number (0 is practice, 5 is last round)
(centered around the average)

Estimate

Std. Error

t value

9.213 ∗ 10−2
4.149 ∗ 10−4
−4.194 ∗ 10−3
−1.129 ∗ 10−2
1.188 ∗ 10−4

1.615 ∗ 10−2
1.981 ∗ 10−4
3.014 ∗ 10−3
4.769 ∗ 10−3
8.859 ∗ 10−6

5.704
2.095
−1.392
−2.367
13.416

4.598 ∗ 10−5
3.011 ∗ 10−3
1.453 ∗ 10−2
1.252 ∗ 10−2
5.750 ∗ 10−3
1.445 ∗ 10−2
1.942 ∗ 10−2
1.949 ∗ 10−2
1.768 ∗ 10−2
2.122 ∗ 10−2
2.076 ∗ 10−2
2.493 ∗ 10−2
−5.401 ∗ 10−3

8.754 ∗ 10−6
4.440 ∗ 10−3
4.081 ∗ 10−3
5.028 ∗ 10−3
4.288 ∗ 10−3
5.288 ∗ 10−3
7.969 ∗ 10−3
8.043 ∗ 10−3
7.984 ∗ 10−3
8.070 ∗ 10−3
8.136 ∗ 10−3
8.207 ∗ 10−3
2.365 ∗ 10−3

5.252
0.678
3.560
2.490
1.341
2.733
2.437
2.423
2.214
2.630
2.552
3.038
−2.284
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Fig. 5. Regression results along with abbreviations and their descriptions.

In this model, we fitted a random intercept and a random slope grouped by session id (which is a
unique identifier for each set of rounds a participant played) as well as multiple fixed effects to explain
variance in the per-round payment. Since this was a linear mixed-effects model7 , it is difficult to estimate the number of degrees of freedom, and therefore p-values are not reported in the above table.
However, a rule of thumb is that t-values of greater than |2| indicate significance at a 0.05 level, and
greater than |2.576| indicate significance at a 0.01 level, respectively [Koufteros 1999].
In this regression, we excluded all data from the practice round (round 0), since it did not count
towards the participants’ earnings and they were aware of this fact. Therefore, the practice round was
a safe place for participants to experiment without fear of negative outcomes. (Comparing the results
of the regression with the practice round removed to the results with the practice round included did
not have an impact on which variables and interactions were significant.)
In order to examine the regression from a somewhat neutral perspective, we took the following steps:
1) we removed a single participant that did not specify his age and 2) we removed rounds where payment was $0.00, since this is not a true measure of performance ($0.00 is the value assigned when
a participant loses their initial endowment and possibly more), and we centered the round number
variable (RN C).8 After centering the variable, the covariance among the variables decreased due to
the apparent centering issue (i.e., it shows that the observed problem was not an issue of covariance).

7 See

[Bates 2010] for more details on the construction and use of linear mixed-effects models. The R code used to generate this
model is located in the appendix.
8 Centering here means moving the data around the mean, such that x
new = xold − xavg , where x here refers to the round
number.
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Fig. 6. Need for cognition score versus average round payment

Fig. 7. Information Treatment v Total Bonus.

In the following, we discuss the findings from our regression analysis.
4.3

Higher NFC leads to higher round payments

The need for cognition score (NFC) is one of the factors that we found to be a significant predictor of
performance in a round, as measured through the round payment (see Fig. 6). The results show that
individuals with higher NFC scores tend to do better than individuals with lower NFC scores. The
regression coefficient for the NFC score is 4.149 ∗ 10−4 , which means that the effect is weak (each point
higher leads to an increase in 4/100 of 1 ¢), but significant. This effect is consistent with our prediction
that individuals who like to think more will do better in a given round. However, since this model also
includes round payments for early rounds, the effect is small. We would expect to see a larger effect of
NFC if we had restricted data to only the last round of the game (i.e., once the high NFC participants
had time to actualize their learning potential).
4.4

Risk propensity has no impact on round payment

The measure of risk aversion (the RPS scale) is derived from a scale by Meertens and Lion [2008].
Ex ante, we believed that risk propensity should be of little relevance to the current version of the
game, since the computer player was following a fixed periodic strategy. We decided not to include
risk propensity in the regression model above due to the size of the effect compared to other effects.
However, this does not mean that there is not a risk effect in performance and we have followed this
path in a related paper conducting a secondary analysis of the data. In an in-depth study of individuals who performed well in the experiment (i.e., who made positive earnings above the per-round
endowments), we found that risk seeking affects participants timing in early and late rounds of the
game [Reitter et al. 2013]. We also expect that risk propensity will be important in explaining behavior
in a game with human players against computer players with non-deterministic or adaptive strategies.
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Fig. 8. Learning effect (aggregated over information treatments)

4.5

More information is generally better

As we can see from the regression results above, there is a somewhat positive trend between being
placed in a higher treatment number and earning an increased payoff in a given round. However,
the additional information provided in the different treatments is not unambiguously rankable in
a straightforward ordinal fashion, and this is reflected in the performance by the participants (see
Fig. 7). When inspecting the nature of the information given in the treatments more closely, we can
determine that an information treatment i has unambiguously more information than information
treatment i − 2. However, it is not necessarily the case that it gives the user more information than
treatment i − 1. Therefore, we would not expect a linear increase, but a near-linear one, which is what
the regression and Fig. 7 show.
4.6

Male participants perform better than female partipants

The regression output above shows that there is a marginally significant and weak gender effect on
round payment. That is, women make 0.42¢ less than men per round holding all else equal. However, in
aggregate these differences add up. Examining the same effect for the average total bonus we observe
that men earn significantly more than women, with $0.5621 and $0.5249, respectively (one-tailed t-test
p < 0.05).
4.7

Learning effect

We expected that participants would perform better in later rounds. We observe that the learning
effect is quite variable between rounds, but generally positive. This can be seen in Figure 8. To further
illustrate this observation, we included in the regression model a variable for the round in which
data was collected and further studied the interaction between performance in later rounds and the
treatment conditions.
4.7.1 The learning effect is dependent on information treatment. In addition to the overall learning
effect, we observe that the effectiveness of learning also depends on the treatment condition. Specifically, learning in treatments 1 and 2 is about the same. There is less learning in treatment 3. Treat-
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Fig. 9. Learning effect in different information treatments.

ments 4 and 5 have about the same amount of learning (but greater than 1-3) and treatment 6 has the
greatest amount of learning. Therefore, there is a near-linear increase in the amount of learning as we
provide more information to the participants, which was expected. That is, having more a priori information about the computerized player should help individuals to better understand the impact of their
actions and to develop a more optimal timing of their flips. See Fig. 9 for a graphical representation of
the data.
4.7.2 Older participants learn less well than younger ones. As we see from the regression coefficients, with increasing age participants earn less of a bonus in the game. Further, older participants
learn less from one round to another as shown by the interaction effect between age and the round
numbers. This can also be observed in Figs. 10 & 11.
5.

DISCUSSION

Rand [2012] raised a number of concerns about using Mechanical Turk for experimental studies, including concerns about participant attention, trust in experimental instructions, non-random attrition, and independence of observations. To address the problem of participant attention, we included
integrity check questions in the pre-experiment survey, and while this does not completely address the
problem, it at least ensures that participants are not being careless. The concern over trust in experimental instructions is one that we attempt to address by including a consent form with our names
and university associations in order to establish our credibility. However, as we found in this experiment, it may be the case that participants do not fully use the instructions that are given to them.
The problem of attrition was non-existent in this experiment. And, while we cannot be entirely sure
that participants were unique (and thus observations independent), we did require that a user with a
specific Mechanical Turk ID could not perform the task more than once.
We hope that this experiment does not only yield insights into the performance of humans in the
FlipIt game, but that it also shows some best practices for conducting behavioral research on Me-
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Fig. 10. Learning effect in different age groups. Age
ranges were chosen to balance number of participants in
each age range.
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Fig. 11. Age vs. Average Round Payment. Note: Older participants are less well represented.

chanical Turk. We further received very positive feedback from our participants through a number of
channels, including a comment box on the Mechanical Turk HIT and posts on Reddit9 . These Reddit
posts serve as a medium for Mechnical Turk workers to discuss tasks and requesters (i.e., experimenters) that they like or disklike. Comments on the posts included, “really good one,” and “[t]his was
awesome.” Overall, participants seemed to both enjoy the game and the compensation they received.

6.

CONCLUSION

The FlipIt game is a valuable way to evaluate performance of people in situations such as checking
their accounts for security compromises or checking their credit score. We examined a number of factors that we anticipated to have an impact on performance in this game. Younger participants, male
participants, and those with a higher NFC score performed better. Risk propensity did not have a
significant observable impact considering the overall sample of participants, however, in a follow-up
secondary data analysis we found that successful participants were impacted by their risk-seeking
behavior [Reitter et al. 2013]. There was a learning effect, and the learning effect was different depending on the amount of pre-play information available to the participants. Information treatments
had a significant, but somewhat non-linear, effect.
There are a number of areas for further research. One next step would be to have participants play
against opponents with adaptive and/or non-deterministic strategies. Additionally, we are in the process of using the data collected from this experiment to train a cognitive model to play the FlipIt game
(see [Reitter et al. 2013] for initial results). There is also space to conduct these types of experiments
with other security games, both online (through Mechanical Turk) and offline in a traditional laboratory.
9 http://www.reddit.com/r/HITsWorthTurkingFor/comments/1965fp/us

play a game jens grossklags 50 bonus5min 90/ as well
as http://www.reddit.com/r/HITsWorthTurkingFor/comments/197ma1/usplay a game and and earn 050200jens/
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APPENDIX
Fig. 12. Information treatments and the information given in each treatment

Treatment
1
2
3
4
5
6

I1
Non-adaptive
x
x
x
x
x

I2
Periodic

I3
Average rate of play (α)

I4
Anchor

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

R code used for generating the regression model
data <- read.csv(’data.csv’)
library(lme4)
lmer(round_payment~(nfctotal+gender+log(age)+tick+anchor+(treatment_id*centerData(round_num))
+ (log(age)*centerData(round_num)) - centerData(round_num) + ((1+treatment_id)|session_id)),
data=subset(data, age>0 & round_num>0 & round_payment>0))

Derivation of when flips are useless
Need to find when the score difference (∆) between the player and computer is the same for playing
flip (and maintaining control for some period of time) as not playing flip (and not incurring the flip
cost).
Let x be the number of 1/100 seconds that a player is considering flipping before the opponent’s next
flip.
Utility functions are only for a given period, that is from one opponent flip to the next.

∆(do nothing) = ∆(Flip x seconds before opponent’s next flip)
uopp (no flip) − uplayer (no flip) = uopp (player flip) − uplayer (player flip)
(flip period − flip cost) − 0 = (flip period − flip cost − x) − (x − flip cost)
flip period − 100 = (flip period − 100 − x) − (x − 100)
flip period − 100 = flip period − 100 − 2x + 100
−100 = −2x
x = 50

Therefore, regardless of the flip period, a player does not gain anything from flipping half a second
before the opponent’s next flip.
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